This study addresses the subject of Islamic ethics from definitional and disciplinary perspectives. It highlights the need for relevantization of Islamic ethics to contemporary issues in a systematic manner which, in turn, calls for development of Islamic ethics as a complete discipline with ability to meet all types of challenges: conceptual, practical, normative, applicative, etc. Regarding the definitional issue, different from and more expansive than the traditional understanding of al-ākhlāq, the researcher argues that a proper definition of ethics should include ethically relevant habits, character, and behavior in its subject matter. As an academic discipline of paramount, practical significance, Islamic ethics should adequately address metaethical, normative, and applicative aspects of the subject. In terms of metaethics, Islamic ethics is derived from revealed knowledge; whereas, principles of Islamic jurisprudence (usËl al-fīqh) offers the best available methodology for the discipline in meeting demands of normativity and application. Regarding the nature of the subject of Islamic ethics, the researcher argues that understanding Islamic ethics as virtue ethics is unjustifiable reduction because a careful study of the subject from its sources would prove that Islamic ethics is rather an integrated field comprising of virtues ethics, divine command theory, duty-based ethics, etc. Therefore, Islamic ethics should be developed, taught, and learned as a whole composite of above-mentioned elements. Keywords: Virtue ethics, personality ethics, Islamic ethics, Uṣūl al-fiqh
Introduction
In this study, Islamic ethics is discoursed in relation to its tradition and potentiality of meeting the contemporary challenges. In the beginning, a brief explanation is given about how Islamic ethics has been as a subject throughout long Islamic intellectual history. Different from the populace perception of Islamic ethics as a "virtue ethic", in the subsequent parts, it is shown that Islamic ethics is more than having "virtues" and "character". To address the wider scope of ethics, Islamic ethics as a discipline should to be grounded in authentic sources of Islam; and regarding the subject of methodology, since no better methodology is available than the legalist methods as principles of Islamic jurisprudence (Uṣūl al-fiqh), this method could be used as the methodology for Islamic ethics. The researcher further argues that on metaethical level, Islamic ethics should be connected with Islamic worldview derived from the basic sources of Islam. Furthermore, Islamic ethics keeps both behavioral and psychological sides intact. Because Islamic ethics is comprehensive of habits, character, and ethical behavior, therefore there is no separation between virtue ethics and personality ethics. And intentionality is integral to ethics in Islam. The researcher argues that though habits and character could be outlined in line with virtues and thus internalized; however, it is the ethical behavior which becomes more important in making a successful, Islamic life. Therefore, redefining Islamic ethics and developing its subject components is the need of the hour in making it relevant to the contemporary world.
Islamic Ethics: Discipline and Trends
Islamic moral and ethical discourses are studied under many subject titles such as 'Ilm al- AkhlÉq, al-adab, al-tarbiyah al-islÉmiyah, etc . Books on the subject are of various types; however, the subject matter in most of the works which are circulated in a good number because of their relevance to nurturing good habits and expounding few moral injunctions which are of use in everyday, ordinary life is related to a vast array of topics with textual evidence and quotations from the Quran and Sunnah, collections of Prophetic Traditions (Al-AÍÉdÊth). These moral guidelines are interpreted and explained under various chapter titles and sections; thus, it remains an open-ended subject. Like legal domain, ethical domain is not free from new issues and problems.
In the legal domain, Muslim scholars developed a highly sophisticated methodology in coping with new issues (nawÉzil); in ethical domain, the dominant thought has remained to reduce the discipline and the subject as whole to developing and internalizing a number of virtues (fadÉ'il). It is generally accepted that Islamic ethics is virtue ethics; the point of disagreement may be in counting those virtues or disagreeing on inclusion, exclusion or replacing some of them by some other more relevant virtues. Therefore, many works are available that tackle the moral and ethical issues on Islamic lines showing various styles and presentations. However, the subject of Islamic ethics in a form of systematic discipline has not emerged in full bloom as yet. Though there are many writings that are of great value in regards to the endeavor of systemization such as M.A. Draz's The Moral World of the Qur'an and scattered writings on Islamic applied ethics that are mostly connected with biomedical issues. This lack of systemization is very succinctly described by Abdul Haq Ansari as follows: "Islamic ethics as a discipline or a subject does not exist at the present. We do not have works that define its concept, outline its issues, and discuss its problems. What we have, instead, is a discussion by various writers philosophers, theologians, jurisprudents, sufis and political and economic theorists-in their particular fields of some issues that are either part of, or relevant to, Islamic ethics."
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In disagreement with the above claim, which Ansari makes, one can argue that there are many writings on Islamic ethics; in the same manner, one can well argue that the traditions and trends as briefed in Majid Fakhry's Ethical Theories in Islam are enormous and impressive. This is true; however, the need is of having a systematic ethics. Ethics as a systematic discipline should be able to define itself as a subject with its conceptual framework, research methodology and, at the same time, to make a complete ethics discipline, it should be able to meet the Metaethics investigates where our ethical principles come from, and what they mean. Are they merely social inventions? Do they involve more than expressions of our individual emotions? Metaethical answers to these questions focus on the issues of universal truths, the will of God, the role of reason in ethical judgments, and the meaning of ethical terms themselves. ormative ethics takes on a more practical task, which is to arrive at moral standards that regulate right and wrong conduct. This may involve articulating the good habits that we should acquire, the duties that we should follow, or the consequences of our behavior on others. Finally, applied ethics involves examining specific controversial issues, such as abortion, infanticide, animal rights, environmental concerns...
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Definitions of akhlÉq which have come to us from famous authorities like Al-GazÉlÊ, Ibn Qayyim, Ibn Miskawayh, and others are reductive to mere "character"; when, in fact, character building is just a part of ethics and morality. In all their definitions, ethics is termed as a quality which is to be developed in nafas (self) by which a person should dispose in an involuntary way a right ethical action. In brief, according to these celebrated definitions, ethics is instilling few qualities among people and most observable of those qualities are having good habits. These qualities and their exemplification in the sources of Islam are reduced to developing virtues. And the best level of affairs in the matter is that a person by training and doing should reach a stage where he should act and behave in accordance to those virtues involuntarily, without any reflection; therefore, virtues should become part of his very nature.
On the other side, the ethical discourse in Islamic history has mainly remained confined to five groups: mystics (Sufis), rationalists (Mutazilites), Muslim philosophers, and theologians. The Sufi ethics has remained limited to Sufis with unworldly limited scope and mostly concerned with training and discipling the self (ta'dÊb-u-nafas). The rationalistic debate has remained historical without any significance; because, it leads ultimately to rationalism. Though it reemerged in some modern Western writings on Islamic ethics with high appreciation; however, it failed to make any visible impression on a host of works that came out in our time on Islamic ethics. It is because of its methodological limitations and failure to resolve unprecedented pressing issues that developed in ethical domain particularly in Islamic applied ethics. The philosophical debate is overshadowed by Greek philosophy; therefore, it loses appeal to Muslims and Islamic societies where philosophy is looked at with suspicion in matters connected ultimately with faith and metaphysics. This virtue ethics remains contested because nothing about it could be said is particularly religious. It is rather a rationalistic virtue ethics which is justified on religious grounds or backed by religious traditions . Understanding this aspect of the virtue ethics, ShÉh WalÊ Allah alDahlawÊ is the only person who discarded the Greek scheme of virtue and worked out a different scheme. "In place of wisdom (Íikmah), courage (shajÉÑah), temperance ('iffah) and justice ('adÉlah), he proposed the virtues of purity (ÏahÉrah), reverential submission (ikhbÉt), and magnanimity (shahÉmah). ShÉh WalÊ Allah realized that justice would not be done to the religious dimension of Islamic life unless its independence was recognized and religious virtues were given a place equal to other virtues". 4 Are virtues, whether rational or religious, sufficient to solve ethical problems? This question catches attention of ethicists when they deal with ethical problems, and sometimes clash of these virtues in decision making becomes perplexing. In short, while struggling with bioethical issues, Abdulaziz Sachedina states that "Aristotelian ethics as taught in the Muslim world deals with development of the virtuous life as part of one's spiritual and moral discipline. Consequently, what has been circulating as "Islamic bioethics" has very little to say about ethics as a discipline that endeavors to understand the moral reasoning behind ethical decisions". 5 It is noteworthy to mention little about "moral reasoning behind ethical decisions" that Western scholarship on Islamic ethics has remained mostly in exploring Mutazilite ethics. Though critics have talked about Islamic ethics, and they have glorified the Mutazilite thinkers in contributing to ethical thought; however, this endorsement faces shortcomings when practicality of affairs and solution of ethical issues demand for ethically sound resolutions. At the level of practicality especially in problem solving, there is no way so far which could overstep legal methods. This is very apparent in many English works written on Islamic applied ethics that have almost given up Mutazilite stance; and authors of such works have realistically accepted that Islamic ethics could not be separated from Islamic law. On the other hand, the 
Islamic Ethics Is grounded in Revealed Knowledge
At the level of metaethics, Islamic ethics is related to revelation or revealed knowledge; because, Islamic worldview derived from the revealed knowledge delineates the position of a believer in this universe and his relationship with the creator and the creation. The creator is Allah, and keeping a successful relationship with him is possible by satisfying ÍuqËq Allah; whereas, a person's relationship with the creation is widely mentioned as keeping ÍuqËq al-'ibÉd in many works, but in fact, it is wider than that, it is rather ÍuqËq-ul-makhlËq. Therefore, the discourse in Islamic ethics should be on the division of ÍuqËq-ul-khÉliq and ÍuqËq-ul-makhlËq. Because, Islamic ethics beside its basis on relationship with God and human beings (ibÉd), should relate to all creation because there are ethical teachings in the Qur'an and Sunnah which include and go beyond humans and deal with animals, birds, environment, etc.
Among many esoteric questions, three are very important in connection with the ethical domain. For a believer, his existence does not end in this world when his death arrives, but he continues to exist by exiting the dunyÉ and entering the Ékhirah. Islamic world view is based on this continuity of existence.
That is why a Muslim should think of both the worlds and should ask Allah for their betterment. It is possible that one may make the dunyÉ better in worldly sense and ignore the Ékhirah, but such a person will lose his share in the other world. The Qur'an states:
But of mankind is he who said: "Our Lord! Give unto us in the world," and he hath no portion in the Hereafter" (2:200).
Therefore, the Quran teaches that believers should ask for the betterment of both the worlds: dunyÉ and Ékhirah . However, there is no such verse in the Qur'an which may say that we should only ask for the afterlife, because on the basis of Islamic worldview, it seems impossible to imagine a good Ékhirah without a good dunyÉ; therefore, it is this life in which a successful realization of existence of both is possible. It is so, because in Islam life is a sacrament; and worldly affairs are not detached from the religious part, and an ideal life that a person should follow is not renouncing the world, there is no distinction between clergy and laymen, people are not divided between elites and commoners; therefore, an ideal life is the ordinary life lived in accordance to the teachings of Islam. This can be understood from the Prophetic traditions such as the tradition of the prophet that states: Abdullah ibn Umar narrated that the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, said: "A believer who mixes with people and stands for their evil, is better than AbË Huraira reported Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) as saying: Do you know who is poor? They (the Companions of the Holy Prophet) said: A poor man amongst us is one who has neither dirham with him nor wealth. He (the Holy Prophet) said: The poor of my Ummah would be he who would come on the Day of Resurrection with prayers and fasts and zakÉh but (he would find himself bankrupt on that day as he would have exhausted his funds of virtues) since he hurled abuses upon others, brought calumny against others and unlawfully consumed the wealth of others and shed the blood of others and beat others, and his virtues would be credited to the account of one (who suffered at his hand). And if his good deeds fall short to clear the account, then his sins would be entered in (his account) and he would be thrown in the Hell-Fire. 8 Furthermore, breaching ethical responsibility is related to hypocrisy (nifÉq) as it is narrated by AbË Huraira that Allah's Apostle said, "The signs of a hypocrite are three: (1) whenever he speaks, he tells a lie, (2) whenever he is entrusted, he proves to be dishonest, (3) whenever he promises, he breaks his promise." Moreover, similar aims are elaborated in the traditions of the Prophet which state that these rituals are not disconnected exercises in gym, but are closely connected with pleasing Allah (marÌÉt Allah) and enhancing good behavior, developing good habits, and improving virtuous character. For example, regarding ÎiyÉm (fasting) the prophet says as narrated by AbË Huraira "Whoever does not give up forged speech and evil actions, Allah is not in need of his leaving his food and drink (i.e. Allah will not accept his fasting.)" In these higher intentions of Islamic Shariah, we see that they are related to very worldly matters, matters that are social, economical, human, etc. Furthermore, all these areas covered by the higher intentions of the Islamic Law are the areas closely connected to ethics and morality. Therefore, Islam, by its teachings, provides its framework to guide believers how these objectives can be realized and safeguarded, and it is the domain where ethical questions mostly arise.
Reforming Ethics as a Subject and Discipline
The aforementioned details which make a plausible argument for extending frontiers of Islamic ethics leads to the necessary implication that Islamic ethics as a subject should include normative and applied ethics that can be applied to different domains of activities and professions. By doing so, ethical character will develop among the individuals of an Islamic community, the professional and working class people will live ethically, and the institutions and social structure will stand firm on strong, ethical infrastructure which, in effect, will lead to overall development of Islamic nations in a holistic and comprehensive manner. Therefore, Islamic ethics proper should include ethically reason and have successfully habituated our desires to affirm its commands.
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The above defense of virtue ethics includes the most favorable points that can be made in defense of it. However, the parts italicized show some problems in this defense. Without deliberating on every problem, the above defense ultimately ends with upholding the position that "virtue ethics will be action-guiding when we can perceive the right reason and have successfully habituated our desires to affirm its commands". This concluding remark itself shows that mere virtues are not helpful unless coupled with right reasoning.
The preceding details demonstrated that Islamic ethics has been dominantly virtue ethics. The only subject beside ethics that is concerned with right and wrong in the legal sense is Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh). Fiqh has been one of the most engaging disciplines in Islamic sciences; however, the works on fiqh are restricted to a number of topics that fall short of replacing need of ethics. In other words, fiqh is not inclusive of ethics, though there is overlap between these two subjects. Outside restricted fiqh curriculum, grew another ancillary offshoot of fiqh called as fatwÉ. fatwÉs are opinions of jurist consultants which make compilations and collections that are types, some are confined and some are unrestricted to fiqh curriculum. Many queries and answers in the works of fatwÉ show responses to ethical questions, not from the principle oriented and codified approach, but responses to various questions which fatwa institutions receive time to time, by invoking variety of injunctions mentioned in the Qur'an, ×adÊth, or Fiqh canons. This contribution of fatwÉ literature has, to some extent, served needs of ethics in non-disciplinary manner, leaving a huge amount of material in the form which is similar to question answering, problem-solving, and case studies.
However, in teaching and learning when considering principles, the emphasis has been on virtues without demonstrating, contesting, and understanding their clear implementation, application, and implications. Relying only on expounding values and virtues in teaching without their application has its own benefits with limitations. The benefits are at least that students know values that they should cultivate in themselves, and these values come with two main components fear and pleasure: fear of Allah (swt) which is called taqwÉ, and pleasure is seeking pleasure of Allah (swt) which is called marÌÉt Allah. virtue ethics is that it gives justification for virtues from revelation; makes compliance to virtues obligatory by quality of taqwÉ; and sets objective of objectives (ghÉyat al-ghÉyÉt) as marÌÉt Allah. The limitation which besets this ethics is lack of training students in understanding how these virtues could become operational and executable in various life settings, situations, and cases. Virtue ethics in general focuses on the role of character without setting clear guidelines, rights and duties, and any examination of the consequences. Aristotle and most Muslim thinkers agreed that a virtuous person is the one who has ideal character traits. "These traits derive from natural internal tendencies, but need to be nurtured; however, once established, they will become stable. 13 This means that to become virtuous person, long time training and development is required. This training and development may not be even sometimes available to most of the people. The question arises when a person can grow real virtuous? The problem with virtuous ethics is that "theories of virtue ethics do not aim primarily to identify universal principles that can be applied in any moral situation. And virtue ethics theories deal with wider questions-"How should I live?" and "What is the good life?" and "What are proper family and social values?" 14 The question how these virtues and values can be applied in real life situations is compelling. Therefore, "… the complaint that virtue ethics does not produce codifiable principles is still the most commonly voiced criticism of the approach, expressed as the objection that it is, in principle, unable to provide action-guidance". 15 Furthermore, virtue ethics limits scope of ethics and makes it relevant to agent or person. It makes ethics a discipline whose subjects are human beings. This is very reductive approach. Ethics should be a subject by which life in its totality could be examined by it. It should be able to set social structures, science and technology, institutions, and historical development on ethical lines.
The abovementioned criticism can be leveled against what has come to be known as Islamic virtue ethics. It is good to develop virtues as habits and character; however, when behavior action-guidance is needed, virtue ethics falls short of meeting many challenges. Having virtues is like capacity building, self-controlling mechanism, and 13 Ibid. 14 Ibid. 15 Rosalind Hursthouse, "Virtue Ethics," http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2010/entries/ethics-virtue. keeping a pure personal approach that is free from extremes ; in this sense a person does not become mechanical living by rules of actionreaction or stimulus -response, but remains firm on stable ground. This all contributes in building a moral self which is ready to dispose, not in subordination to instincts, but in line with very excellent human nature and enhanced qualities. However, at the same time, the virtuous person needs to have knowledge or capacity of making moral judgments; therefore, a truly consistent behavior requires having more than a set of virtues. In presence of this challenge; therefore, in terms of behavior, a broader guidance is required which should be based on the Islamic sources. Therefore, Islamic ethics ought to be an integrated field comprising of virtue ethics, divine command theory, and duty-based ethics. And this could be realized if this ethics is developed on the principles of Islamic jurisprudence (usËl al-fiqh) with inclusion of maxims of Islamic jurisprudence (al-qawÉÑid al-fiqhÊyyah). Though there are many ways of looking at Islamic ethics; however, in terms of theory and application, when questions regarding epistemology and application arise, it seems inconceivable to divorce this discipline from the juristic epistemology (usËl al-fiqh). The overlap between morality and law is unavoidable. However, there are ways in which a distinction between Islamic ethics and fiqh can be made. Ethical domain is wider than legal domain, yet usËl al-fiqh has principles which are suitable to address ethical problems because they include both primary and secondary sources of Islam which are able to meet challenges of ethical dilemmas. These sources are: the Qur'an, Sunnah, Consensus (ijmÉÑ), analogical deduction (qiyÉs), juristic preference (istiÍsÉn), public good (al-maÎlaÍah al-mursalah), textual indication (istidlÉl), common practice ('urf), etc. Though they are legalistic principles, yet they are very relevant to development of Islamic ethics. Because, Islamic law and ethics go hand in hand ; however, legal -illegal distinction would not be applied to ethical-unethical distinction in terms of duties and punishments in the strict sense; however, unethical category would include categories such as ÍarÉm and mukrËh; whereas, ethical would include mubÉÍ, mandËb, and mustaÍab. The category of mubÉÍ would remain open -ended and would be merit making if connected with right intentionality and pleasure of God.
Blend of Character Ethics and Personality Ethics
In Western ethics, there is a distinction between character ethics and personality ethics, and very huge literature is written on both sides because interpersonal relationship is ultimately thought to have basis that are by their nature ethical. The explosion of literature on both sides is due to development of businesses, corporations, and increasing need for living with people and managing them effectively. I think one of the popular works is How to Make Friends and Influence People among many other works on the similar themes; on the contrary, there are books such as Seven Habits of Highly Effective People which advocates virtue ethics. These books teach ethics mainly for interpersonal relations, but from non-technical and non-academic point of view. However, their public reception has been amazing. According to the character ethics, it is most important to focus on integrating the principles of effective living into one's character. Therefore, character ethics is actually virtue ethics. To build character is long-term process, but a strong foundation from which behavior follows. On the other hand, personality ethics focuses on learning skills and techniques which will result in developing personality and attitude that will lead to success; however, "These ideas may be helpful when they flow naturally from a good character and the right motives, but they are secondary". 16 The difference between two trends is that while one emphasizes on developing virtues, the other one emphasizes on developing techniques.
Any formulation of Islamic ethics should overcome the above distinction. Both of them should go together while on one hand developing virtues and at the same time learning how to live an effective life by having good characteristics. True self should show in its true expression. Justification for this position can be made by turning to the sunnah where there are many ÍadÊth which clearly support that expressing manners are not just affairs of heart, but should be translated 17 . Love in this narration refers to an attitude and will; however, the other prophetic traditions on this subject encourage that this attitude has to be translated by proper habits and behavior as AbË Huraira reported that the Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, said, "By the one who has my soul in His hand, you will not enter the Garden until you believe, and you will not believe until you love one another. Shall I point out to you something which will make you love one another if you do it? Make the greeting widespread among you." 18 And it is not just matter of having an attitude and following suitable habits to convey it, it is a will and attitude which should be expressly conveyed as AbË KarÊma al-MiqdÉd ibn MaÑdÊkarib reported that the Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, said: "If a man loves his brother, he should tell him that he loves him." 19 . The traditions are rich with record to provide many examples; however, I would like to link the whole matter with the concept of ÏahÉrah (purity) and naÐÉfah (cleanliness). AbË MÉlik al-×Érith bin al-×Érith al-AshÑarÊ said: The Messenger of Allah said: Purity (ÏahÉrah) is half of ÊmÉn (faith) 20 … and another adith says "Cleanliness (naÐÉfah) calls to al-ÊmÉn". 21 These two traditions show that ÏahÉrah is an intrinsic quality and naÐÉfah is an outward demonstration, linking this to ethics, the good virtues should properly demonstrate themselves through the corresponding behavior and action. Virtues should be coupled with right and lively expression. Because acting out of virtues needs long time practice and virtues actually tell less about how to act out than how can actor should be as a person; therefore, a true demonstration of character ethics is in need of proper modes of demonstration, techniques, and expression, and this outward expression is, in fact, the subject of personality ethics.
Intentionality is the only difference that makes virtue ethics different from personality ethics. However, this difference does not create any problem to Islamic ethics, because Islamic ethics is essentially based on right intentionality; therefore, the distinction between character ethics and personality ethics collapses. The famous legal maxim, al-umËr bimaqÉsidihÉ, refers to this important element, which means matters shall be judged by their objectives or acts are judged by the intentions underlying them. This principle is without any dispute applicable to all moral actions. It is founded on the sound tradition of the Prophet in which he states: "Actions are but by intention and each person will have but that which he intended" 22 . Since, in legal matters, intentionality does not play a deciding factor, it could only be of any benefit if ignorance of fact is proved which could show the actual intentionality behind acts. However, in Islam, intentionality has a major role in judging action in terms of sin and non-sin or good and bad.
Developing good moral character and maintaining an ethical lifestyle requires being members of a community which is based on proper ethics; therefore, educational, economic, political, and social institutions should be founded on proper ethics to make to make it possible for an individual to live an ethical life. Some contemporary philosophers are now addressing these issues. For example, Andrew Mason in "MacIntyre on Modernity and How It Has Marginalized the Virtues" explores how capitalist market forces make it difficult for virtues to flourish. In the similar way, Marcia Homiak in "Aristotle on the Soul's Conflicts: Toward an Understanding of Virtue Ethics" develops Aristotle's and Mill's views on the transformative power of institutions to explore the possibilities for living virtuously in an imperfect world. 23 Therefore, ethics as normative and applied ethics should to be further implemented in policies which govern institution and professions. And this is only possible if we have ethics based on more than virtues. Educational, economic, political, and social institutions should be structured by proper ethics so it would be a living and encouraging space for those individuals who are engaged in these institutions. And equally, those professionals and players who work in 22 Al-BukhÉrÊ, op. cit., kitÉb bad' al-waÍy, ×adÊth No. 1. 23 Marcia Homiak, "Moral Character," http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2011/entries/moral-character. these domains must have proper training in conducting their duties in an ethical manner. Therefore, individuals and institutions both are in need of ethics. Thus, any ethics without branches of applied and professional ethics would practically become meaningless and failure. In response to this need, Islamic ethics must be applied to professions and social structures; otherwise, there is no good reason to believe that we can live effectively and truly an ethical life.
Conclusion
Islamic ethics is very significant subject and discipline which ought to be developed on firm grounds to serve a clear guideline for ethical decision making. The domain of ethics is wider than Islamic law (fiqh). Principles of Islamic law (usËl al-fiqh) has to be applied in the ethical domain. The traditional definition of Islamic ethics, therefore, should be expanded in a manner to include habits, character, and ethical decision making. With the development of ethics as a subject and discipline as described throughout the said details, equally important is introduction of Islamic ethics as a standalone subject and as a core subject in any higher academic programs in which the subject will meet the specific challenges and program related issues.
